It took two thousand and eleven years to get a class this good.

J...THE COOLEST CLASS FROM 2011
Our favourite memory was writing every day.

Weshavan, Griffin, DJ and Leeroy

Hayley

My favourite memory was doing my homework each week.

Elijah

Kye

My favourite memory was helping Miss Jurd.

My favourite memory was using the computer in class.

Nicholas

My favourite memory was playing with the large felts.

Shaylea

Our favourite memory was going to Longneck Lagoon.

Lakisha-Anne and Nadia

Our favourite memory was doing maths in class, especially mass.

Alyson

Our favourite memory was using Reading Eggs and Sunshine online in class.

Our favourite memory was participating in Whalan Goes MADD.

Sheridan, Elina, Mindy, Jade, Kiara and Taylah
2011...THE YEAR OF PROJECTS IN J

WHAT AN AWESOME YEAR